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medical profeMion. If every penon who bM been ezpoeed to the ride of
•yphilis or ffonorrbcea oould be persuaded to report within an hour to a
competent phytidan to receive eflFectiv* prophylactic treatment, the pre-
valence of the diaeiie concerned vroold be enormoualy reduced. It re-
mains for the individual physician to adopt the standard of personal
relation to the problem of prevention so ably set forth in the 3£anual*
used by the United States Army Jlledical Corps. As an opportunity to
give a few words of eound advice, to encourage a new clean point of view,
to bring home a great moral principle, the moment when a young man
appeals for rescue from the possibly disa&troua results of an indiscretion
has few equals in the practice of medicine.

Conelution.—-ThiB chapter closes the study of the modern problem
of syphilis and gonorrhoea. It has been the aim of the discussion to
present the facts bearing on these diseasee not alone as a medical issue
for medical men, but as a problrai in human nature and in the moral
strength and weakness of the social order, in whose solution each and
every one of us has his part. Though we may be spared the actual
miseries of the sick, their pain must now be our pain, their struggle our
struggle. Their defeat and death are symbols of our own futility. Only
by such a socialization of our point of view toward the public health can
we hope to advance beyond our present outlook and efFectiveness. With
the movement againat germe and bodily disease must go a will to right
spiritual wrong, an ideal=dm for the body which is incrjiplete without the
perfection of the souL If we see the two as one, we have made the first
step. If we as a race can feel our brothers' sickness as our own, their
lacks our lacks, their triumph in flesh and spirit, our triumph, there is
in us the stuff of destiny and there awaits us a future without finite limit.
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